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the twelfth doctor is definitely making his presence felt in the first trailer for the upcoming christmas special, and the show's official twitter account is also teasing fans with a behind-the-scenes photo from the set. the photo shows the doctor, clara, and two sonic screwdrivers side-by-side. the bbc also announced that this year's christmas special would
be called "the night of the doctor", and that david tennant's character would be taking part in it. in the first half of the episode, we meet a trio of nuns (played by cicely tyson, rosemary harris, and juliet stevenson) who run a childrens home, nonnatus house, which is only able to support a fraction of its residents. later, we meet the entire demented line-
up, including jago (richard e grant) the abusive father, drs (adrienne the)father, violet (julia child) thefavourite grandparent, and the demented character, played by roger. but there's noughts more christmassy moments in which the charitable nuns of nonnatus house come to the aid of londons most vulnerable - surely there's nought more christmassy
than that. this christmas special is a historical love story between the doctor and his companion sarah. they travel back in time to victorian england, where they meet sarah's ancestor, sarah jane smith. sarah jane is a superhero, and the doctor is an alien. they make a bargain to travel back to sarah's past in exchange for her teaching him the secret of

time travel. when they do that, they accidentally erase sarah's entire family from her life. this means that she is destined to continue to fall in love with the doctor as he travels back in time in the tardis (time and relative dimension in space ) to try and save her family from being wiped out by a time-traveling space monster.
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here in hollywood, it was a big night for the doctor himself. steven moffat was in attendance and he even took to the stage to interview himself on stage. he also took time to thank the showrunner himself for being so supportive and of course david tennant, who has been with the show from the start. one of the biggest differences that has come from
the show is the doctor losing his virginity and all his teeth. the time lords have no secrets and they have no toothbrush. so, he needs a new set of teeth..which is a big deal for a time lord. last year's episode featured the return of many of the doctor's oldest foes, including the daleks, the cybermen and the weeping angels. last years special, the

husbands of river song, was the first since 2005, to feature all of the regulars, and it was a welcome return to form. "the first one that any of us as audiences had ever seen was on the television screen. a very, very unusual thing. it was called doctor who and it came along in 1961. and it was written by a man called terry nation who wrote the daleks as
well. it was a very, very strange thing to have to do. you couldn't conjure it out of thin air. you had to invent it. it was to be a kind of children's adventure series. "it was going to be like sherlock holmes, which was around at the same time, and trying to write a science fiction series that was as palatable to kids as an adventure series was. it was going to

be kids on bike rides with dogs. and the dog would chase the kids. it was going to be very, very chummy. but the kids would be about 10 and they would be fighting a robot called the daleks. and they would come home and they would fall asleep with the light on, and in the morning they would find that their parents were dead and the daleks had
come. 5ec8ef588b
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